Assignment of Copyright – Translator
The undersigned hereby acknowledges that Debtors Anonymous General Service Board, Inc. (herein
after referred to as “DAGSB”) is the owner of all copyrights, title and interests, including all moral rights
therein, throughout the world, for the Work entitled ____________________ (“the Work”), which is a
text / visual art / sound recording and all translations and other derivative works based therein.
In consideration of the permission to translate the Work into the __________ language, granted to me
by the DAGSB, I hereby assign to DAGSB all copyrights, title and interests, including all moral rights
therein, in the translation, including without limitation all moral rights, registrations, applications,
renewals, revisions, revivals, reversions, and extensions thereof now existing or hereafter created or
discovered and the sole and exclusive rights of use, reproduction, modification, distribution, expansion,
performance, display, digital transmission, and creation of derivative works of the translation, in any
manner and media in whole or in part throughout the world in perpetuity, the same to be held and
enjoyed by DAGSB and successors, assigns, or other legal representatives. I also hereby disclaim and
waive the exercise of any and all of my moral rights in the translation against DAGSB and its permitted
licensees. I agree that this translation will be done as work made for hire so that DAGSB will be
considered the “author” of the Work for purposes of the United States Copyright Laws.
I acknowledge that said permission to translate the Work is not exclusive, and that DAGSB may grant
similar permission to others; that DAGSB may itself or request an unrelated third party to make any
modifications to the translation or request that I make any such modifications to the translation which,
in DAGSB’s sole judgment, it determines ought to be made; and that DAGSB retains all rights to the
reproduction, publication, distribution, and any other means of use of the translation; and the right to
license same and to create derivative works therefrom; and that DAGSB is not obligated to reproduce,
publish, distribute, or otherwise use the translation, or to permit anyone else to do so.
Acknowledged and agreed to this _______ day of _____________, 20__
Place of citizenship: ___________________________

Signature: ______________________________

City/Town/Country of Birth: ____________________

Name: _________________________________

On behalf of: ________________________________

Title: __________________________________
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